Meeting of the Working Group on monitoring and observation
in the Pollock fishery at the Sea of Okhotsk (SOO)
Brief Summary
The meeting was held on December 7th 2017 at the TINRO-Center office, Vladivostok.
The meeting was attended by the members of the Working Group (WG) and invited guests.
The list of attendees is as follows: Igor Melnikov (TINRO), Alexander Buslov (TINRO),
Anatoly Smirnov (TINRO), Mikhail Stepanenko (TINRO), Eugenyi Ovsyannikov (TINRO),
Alexander Vizer (TINRO), Alexander Varkentin (KamchatNIRO), Andrey Smirnov
(MagadanNIRO), Alexey Buglak (Pollock Catchers Association), Andrey Vinnikov (WWF
Russia).
Prior to the meeting, the WG members were asked to provide their suggestions to the
agenda. Based on received feedback, the following agenda was agreed and discussed.
1. Results of recruiting campaign and training of observers-trainees in 2017.
Anatoly Smirnov (TINRO) reported that TIRNO launched a 54-hour training course
for observers. In 2017, 8 trainees had been studying. That will be enough to recruit
an observer corps and reach a target level of observer coverage.
2. Observers deployment plan for 2018.
Alexey Buglak (PCA) informed that PCA approved a plan of allocation for 22
observers for 2018. As planned, TINRO will send 14 observers, KamchatNIRO – 6,
MagadanNIRO – 2, and VNIRO – 1. The first trawlers will depart for SOO fishery
starting December 13th. To satisfy KamchatNIRO’s request, PCA member companies
are ready to allocate observers on the motherships taking catches from the average
and small trawlers. Alexander Varkentin (KamchatNIRO) confirmed that it would be
useful to get extra bio statistical data of catches by average and small vessels.
3. Calculation of necessary observation coverage of the SOO fishery.
Igor Melnikov (TINRO) explained that in 2014 TINRO made calculation of target
coverage level for needed numbers of observers (or observations). That level was
primary required to monitor fishery’s impact on sea birds and mammals. The level
of 2017 (16 observers on trawl fishery) is more then enough to collect accurate data
for stock assessment and forecasting of TAC. Alexey Buglak (PCA) said that the
calculation of 2014 did not take into account new aspects like spatial and time
distribution of trawling operations. Andrey Vinnikov (WWF Russia) suggested to
determine a definition of “observer coverage” in a policy document. Alexander
Varkentin (KamchatNIRO) informed that at the recent scientific working group on
stock modeling arranged by VNIRO it was agreed to develop an estimation of
minimal level of information required for stock assessment.
4. Legal status of observers.
Andrey Vinnikov (WWF Russia) proposed to consider on formalization of a status of
scientific observers. Igor Melnikov (TINRO) reminded that at the moment a status of
observers is formalized by institutes’ regulations. Higher-level formalization will
require amendments into the Federal law, or other decree of the MoA /FFA that falls
beyond the WG authority. Alexey Buglak (PCA) confirmed that PCA companies were
providing full support and access to the observers on a voluntary base. Alexander

Buslov (TINRO) suggested institutes to ensure that observer’s trip assignment is
approved with the vessel owner company so an observer has full support from the
crew during the trip.
5. Estimation of observers’ work performance
Andrey Vinnikov (WWF) raised a question on qualitative assessment of observers’
work. Anatoly Smirnov (TINRO) explained that after fishing season TINRO arranged
special sessions at the TINRO Pollock lab when observers presented their individual
reports to the panel. The aggregated report is provided by the head of observers’
group at the TINRO scientific council. Alexander Varkentin (KamchatNIRO) said that
their observers report to the institute’s scientific council. Alexey Buglak (PCA)
supported the idea to hold special sessions for observers’ reporting because PCA is
interested in high performance of observation as the great part of the program is
funded by the PCA. Igor Melnikov (TINRO) explained that it was not practically
possible to fully harmonize the observer trip assignments because observation tasks
were different depending on institute’s goals.
6. Information on monitoring and observation results
Andrey Vinnikov (WWF) proposed to specify timeline for publication of the report
(or brief summary) on fishery’s monitoring activities. Alexey Buglak (PCA) said that
the PCA had been published brief summary of the 2017 SOO monitoring activities
report in September 2017 at the website www.russianpollock.com.
The WG recommended the following actions:
1) Develop a procedure and criteria of observer’s work performance assessment
including arrangement of public reporting session after the fishing season.
2) Recommend to the fishery research institutes to update observer trip
assignments adding quantitative criteria (indicators) of minimal level of
observation.
3) Recommend to the fishery research institutes to exchange the forms of the trip
assignments in order to development of unified form in further.
4) Uphold necessity of scientific research work to determine a target level of
observation coverage for the SOO Pollock fishery in regards to different goals
and aspects of monitoring.
5) Include Andrey Smirnov, deputy director of MagadanNIRO into the WG staff.
6) Arrange next meeting of the WG after SOO pollock fishery season “A” 2018
within the dates of DVNPS session in May.
Signed by:
Working Group Chair – Igor Melnikov, TINRO deputy director
Working Group Co-Chair – Alexey Buglak, PCA vice-president
Secretary – Artem Sheibak, TINRO Pollock and Herring Lab

